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This paper studies the representation f the derivations in phrase-structure 
grammars by the use of "derivation languages." The words in the derivation 
language of a grammar correspond exactly to the "syntactical graphs" of 
Loeckx (1970). Furthermore, the derivation languages generalize the representa- 
tion of context-free derivation trees in prefix form. "Graph automata" are 
developed as acceptors of the derivation languages. The graph automata 
generalize the theory of tree automata s studied in connection with context- 
free grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
Derivations in context-free phrase-structure grammars are generally 
represented as derivation trees with labels chosen from the alphabet of the 
grammar. By representing the derivation trees in turn by a one-dimensional 
form (prefix or functional notation), Doner (1970) and Thatcher (1967) 
show that the languages of context-free derivation trees are accepted by 
"tree acceptors" or "tree automata" which are direct generalizations of 
finite automata. 
The work of Thatcher and Doner is restricted, however, to the case of 
context-free derivations. Derivations in unrestricted phrase-structure 
grammars are too complex to be represented by trees, and they are usually 
represented merely as sequences of sentential forms ending in the derived 
word. Loeckx (1970) has shown more recently that phrase-structure d riva- 
tions can be uniquely represented by "syntactical graphs" which become 
the usual derivation trees in the case of context-free grammars. These 
syntactical graphs can then be given in a one-dimensional form (called a 
"derivation word") using a generalized prefix (actually infix) notation 
(Hart, 1973) without the use of parentheses. There is an effective one-to-one 
correspondence b tween derivation words and syntactical graphs, and the 
language of derivation words is context-sensitive. 
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In this paper we show that the ideas of Thatcher and Doner can be 
generalized to give "derivation acceptors" which can accept derivation 
words of an arbitrary phrase-structure grammar. In all cases, the new theory 
reduces to well known results when context-free grammars are considered. 
The generalization is straightforward except that we will not be able to 
use finite automata lone as Thatcher and Doner do. Instead we will need 
to use automata with a single (unbounded) counter to examine the context 
in which a given derivation step occurs. 
Section 1 reviews the background concepts of syntactical graphs and 
derivation languages. Section 2 then shows a deterministic algorithm for 
deciding membership in a derivation language. This algorithm is then 
stated in terms of "graph automata" in Section 3. The graph automata 
generalize the tree automata, and they can be thought of as acceptors of 
subsets of the so-called "syntactical graph domain." A subset of a syntactical 
graph domain is said to be "recognizable" if and only if it is accepted by 
some graph automaton. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the concepts of phrase-structure grammars (PSG's) and their 
generated languages (PSL's) throughout; see Chomsky (1959) or Hopcroft 
and Ullman (1969). A PSG is written as an ordered quadruplet, G 
(V, Z, P, S) where V is a finite set of symbols called the vocabulary or 
alphabet of the grammar, Z C V is the set of terminal symbols, S ~ V-  
is the start symbol, and P is a finite set of production rules of the form: 
where ~ e V + -- Z + and ~b ~ V*. 
If  ~ l~ E V÷ and ~ --~ ~b, we write ~ l~ ~a ~1~c~2 • Na (or simply *~ 
when G is understood) is the reflexive, transitive closure of the =~a relation 
(on V*). Then, the language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is defined 
to be: 
L(G) = {wEZ*1S N w}. 
Loeckx (1970) represents any derivation from the start symbol S by 
means of a directed graph with labelled vertices. A syntactical graph of a 
word (in a PSL) is a directed graph with labelled vertices which is informally 
defined as follows: with each rule (of the PSG) ala 2 "" am--* b~ba "" b~ 
(m ~> 1, n >/0) applied in a given derivation step of a word there corresponds 
a branching with m upper and n lower branches. The vertices of the upper 
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branches are labelled (left to right) by a 1 ,..., am, and the lower branch 
vertices are labelled by b 1 ,..., bn. The vertex of the branching itself is 
labelled by the name of the production, and the uppermost vertex of the 
graph is labelled by S. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) with V = {S, A, B, C, a, b, c}, 
X = {a, b, c}, and P be the set of seven production rules: 
P~: S -+ aAB 
P2: S -+ aB 
P~: A --~ aAC 
P4: A--~ aC 
1'5: B--,. be 
PG: Cb ~ bC 
P~: Cc ~ bcc. 
Now, L(G) = {anbnc n J n >~ 1}, and Fig. 1 shows the syntactical graph 
of the word a2b2c 2. Other examples can be found in Loeckx (1970) or Eickel 
and Loeckx (1972). 
P1 
FIG. 1. Syntactical graph representing the derivation of the word a2b2c 2.
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The derived word can be obtained by reading the terminal vertices of 
the syntactical graph in left-to-right order. In the context-free case, the 
branching has a special form in which there is a single vertex (labelled by 
a nonterminal symbol) above any vertex labelled by a production name. 
In the literature, these two vertices are usually combined into a single vertex 
and the production used is inferred from the the succeeding vertices. 
Hart (1973) has shown how derivations in a PSG can be represented 
by a language of "derivation words." In what follows, whenever V is a 
finite alphabet, we define V' ~ {v' I v E V} as a distinct alphabet of symbols. 
When G = (V, Z', P, S) is a PSG, V' will be used to denote "rewritten" 
or replaced symbols in a derivation. Also, regard P as an alphabet of produc- 
tion rule names. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G = (V ,~,P ,  S) be a PSG. The derivation 
language of G, denoted by D(G), is the smallest set of strings satisfying the 
two conditions: 
(1) S~D(G) .  
(2) I f  ¢oal¢la2¢2 -' '  ¢m_lam~bm E D(G) with a i ~ V (m ~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ m); 
~0, ~ra~ (gu  gtt.dP)*; ~iE(V'~.)P)* (1 ~ i ~ m --  1), andp~P is the 
production ala 2 "" a m -~ bib 2 "" b n , then 
$0ai'¢la(¢~ " ' "  ¢~_lam'pb~ "'" b.~m>~ E D(G). 
I f  w ~ D(G), then w is said to be a derivation word of G. 
The importance and power of the derivation language concept comes 
from the following theorems, found in Hart (1973): 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G ~ (V, X, P, S) be aPSG and h be the homomorphism 
defined by: (1) h(a) = a for all a ~ V, (2) h(a) = ~ for all a ~ V' u P. Then 
h(D(G)) n ~* = L(G). 
THEOREM 1.2. I f  G is a PSG, then D(G) is a context-sensitive PSL. 
3lso, {w~D(G) ]h(w)~L(G)}  is a context-sensitive PSL where h is the 
homomorphism defined in the previous theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a PSG. Then there is an effective one-to-one 
correspondence between D(G) and the set of syntactical graphs of G such that 
corresponding derivation words and graphs represent the same word of L(G). 
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The algorithms for obtaining a graph from a derivation word and con- 
versely are given in the above reference. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Below is a sequence of derivation words of the grammar 
in Example 1.1. The derivation words are in the left column. The right 
column shows the corresponding derived words (the image of the left column 
under the h homomorphism). The final derived word is a2b2c ~. 
1. S S 
2. S'PlaAB aAB 
3. S'PlaA'P4aCB aaCB 
4. S'PlaA'P4aCB'Psbc aaCbc 
5. S'PlaA'PaaC'B'Psb'P6bCc aabCe 
6. S'PlaA'P4aC'B'Psb'PrbC' c'PTbcc aabbec. 
Finally, there is an analogy between the prefix representation f a derivation 
tree and the derivation language representation of a syntactical graph. 
Note that the prefix representation of a derivation tree is obtained directly 
as a derivation word of a context-free grammar (ignoring the production 
names). To get this analogy, we use the concept of a doubly stratified 
alphabet and a general prefix language as given by Gorn (1962). I f  A is 
an alphabet, we say that _4 is doubly stratified if there are two mappings, 
H, T: _4 --~ N (the set of nonnegative integers). H and T are called the 
head and tail stratifications of _4, respectively. We will denote a doubly 
stratified alphabet by (_4, H, T). 
Gore extends H and T to be mappings from _4* to N in the following 
way, where ro t '  n denotes m- -n  if m)n  and 0 otherwise. That is, 
m --" n --  max{m -- n, 0). 
(1) H(E) = T(~) = 0 (~ is the empty string). 
(2) H(ax) = H(a) + (H(x) -- T(a)) for all a ~ A and x e A*. 
(3) T(ax) = T(x) + (T(a) "-- H(x)) for all a E A and x E A*. 
Gorn also shows the important facts that for all x, y, z E A*, we have: 
(1) H((xy)z) = n(x(yz)), and 
(2) T((xy)z) = T(x(yz)). 
Note, in particular, that if we have H(a) = 1 for all a e _4, then A becomes 
a (simply) stratified alphabet with respect to T, in the sense of Brainerd 
(1969). Furthermore, Gorn shows that in this situation, if w cA*  with 
H(w) = 1 and T(w) = O, then w represents a tree (in prefix notation). 
643125[x-6 
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I f  G = (V ,Z ,P ,S )  is a PSG, again let V '=(u ' [uEV} be a distinct 
alphabet, and we say that the syntactical stratification of G is an ordered 
pair (H, T )  where H, T: V u V' w P ~ N such that: 
(1) H(a) = T(a) = 1 for all a ~ V'. 
(2) H(a) = 1 and T(a) = 0 for all a~ V. 
(3) If  p E P is the production ala z "" a,n --~ bl "'" bn, then H(p)  = m 
and T(p) = n. 
The head and tail stratifications are important in establishing the effective 
correspondence between the derivation language and the set of syntactical 
graphs of a grammar (Theorem 1.3). H(a) represents the number of edges that 
can enter (from above) a graph vertex labelled by a symbol a ~ V k3 V' u P. 
Likewise, T(a) represents the number of edges leaving a vertex (labelled 
by a) from below. The next theorem (from Hart, 1973) again generalizes 
the context-free case. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a PSG with syntactical stratification (H, T) .  
Then, i f  w ~ D(G), we have H(w) = 1 and T(w) = O. 
Theorem 1.4 is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a word to be 
a derivation word. While Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 can be demonstrated 
independently of one another, they both illustrate the utility of using the 
head and tail stratifications. In this last theorem, we are essentially saying 
that in a syntactical graph (or its derivation word) there is a single unused 
"head" (i.e., the top vertex labelled by S) and no unused "tails," since 
the unprimed symbols of V have tail stratification of 0. 
Finally, note how the concept of a derivation language can be used to 
provide a simple definition of ambiguity in a grammar (if there exist words 
ggl, W2 @ D(G) with w 1 =/= w 2 but h(wl) = h(w2), then G is ambiguous). 
Theorem 1.4 states a necessary but not sufficient condition that a word 
in (Vw V 'uP)*  be a derivation word (with respect to a given PSG). 
In the next section, we give a necessary and sufficient condition. This condi- 
tion can be' tested for algorithmically, thus leading to the concept of 
acceptors for a derivation language. It will turn out that these acceptors 
require an unbounded memory consisting of a single counter. Furthermore, 
such acceptors not only decide whether or not a word is a derivation word, 
but they also yield the partial ordering relation for the corresponding 
syntactical graph. 
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2. A DETERMINISTIC ALGORITHM FOR ACCEPTING 
THE DERIVATION LANGUAGE 
I f  G = (1,1, Z, P, S) is a PSG with syntactical stratification (H, T), we 
let rm,~ ={wa(VU V 'UP)* IH(w)  ~m,T(w)  =n}.  Then, by  Theo- 
rem 1.4, D(G)C ~-1,o. Two obvious examples of words in T1, 0 which are 
not derivation words are: 
(a) I f  a ~Z', then a Erl,0, but a ~D(G). 
(b) I f  Pl ,P~eP such that H(p l ) - -1 ,  T(p l )= H(p2)= m, and 
T(p2) = 0 for some m, then PlP2 ~ TL0, but PiP2 ~ D(G). 
Many other examples are possible. There are, intuitively, two properties 
of a word in rl, o that must be fulfilled in order for the word to be in D(G). 
First, the symbols of V and V' must be in the proper position in the string 
with respect o the production ame, and secondly, the V and V' symbols 
must correspond to the actual symbols of the production. These ideas will 
now be formalized. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G ~ (V,Z,P, S) be a PSG with syntactical 
stratification <H, T}. The head sum of a string x E (V' u P)*, denoting by 
S(x), is defined as follows: 
(1) s(~) = 0. 
(2) S(ax) = S(x) --  1 for all x~ (V' k3 P)* and a ~ V' if S(x) >~ 1. 
(3) S(ax) = S(x) q- H(a) for all x e (V' k3 P)* and a ~ P. 
(4) S(ax) is undefined otherwise. 
From the definition, the head sum of a string is computed in a right-to-left 
scan using a single counter. S(~b) is not defined if ¢ contains a symbol of V, 
and equally as important, S(¢) is not defined if the difference in part 2 of 
the definition ever goes negative. As a result, head sums are always positive 
whenever they are defined. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G = (V,Z, P, S) be a PSG with syntactical 
stratification <H, T}. A (nonnull) string ¢ a (V 'w P)* is said to have the 
zero head sum property, denoted by Z(¢), if and only if: 
(1) s (¢ )  = 0. 
(2) I f  ¢ = wlw 2 for any nonnull strings w 1 and w2, then S(w~) > O. 
Thus, Z(¢) if and only if ¢ has a head sum of zero and every proper tail 
of ¢ has a positive head sum. It immediately follows that if Z(¢), then 
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¢ = awp for some a e V', p ~ P, and w E (V' w P)*. Furthermore, the zero 
head sum property is decidable in a single right-to-left scan of a string 
using a single unbounded counter. If S (¢ )= 0, then there are unique 
nonnull strings ¢1, ¢2 ,--., ¢ ,  for some n ) 0 such that ¢ = ¢1¢2 "'" Cn and 
Z(¢i) for 1 ~ i ~ n. The next lemma establishes a condition on derivation 
words in terms of these concepts. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a PSG with syntactical stratification 
(H,  T>. I f  ¢oai~bia2¢~ -" Cm-ia~¢i e D(G) with ai e V (m >~ 1, 1 ~ i ~ m); 
¢0, ¢1 e (V t3 V' U V)*; and$i e (V '  t3 P)* (1 ~ i ~ m -- 1), then S(~bi) = 0 
for 1 ~ i ~ m -- 1. Furthermore, i f  p is the production a 1 ... am ~ bl "'" b, , 
then Z(a l '¢ la ;¢~ " era-lain'p). 
Proof. The proof is by recursion on the definition of D(G) (Definition 1.1). 
(1) S 6 D(G) contains no nonnull strings of (V'~3 P)*, so the lemma 
holds for S. 
(2) Suppose ¢0al~bla2¢2 "" ~bm_lam¢ 1 e D(G) satisfies the conditions of the 
lemma; in particular, S (¢ i )= 0 (1 ~ i ~ m-  1). Also, suppose that 
¢o = WoCo¢o and ¢1 =~bmclWl for some strings Wo,Wae(Vt . )V 'UP)* ,  
¢o, ~bm E (V' U P)*, and Co, c 1 e V. By hypothesis, S(¢o) = S(¢~) = 0. Let 
p be the production a 1 "" am-~ bl "" bn and set ¢ = al'$l "." Cm_lam'p. 
H(p)  = m, so S(p)  = m. S(am'p) = m --  1 = S(¢~_lam'p) since S(~bm_a) = 0. 
Continuing in this way, we get Z(¢), proving the second part of the lemma. 
Also, WoCo¢oCb~ "" bn¢mqW 1 E D(G), and we already have S(~bm)= 0. It 
follows too that S(¢0¢) = 0, completing the lemma. Q.E.D. 
This lemma shows that the head sum of the string occurring between 
any two consecutive symbols of V must have a zero head sum in any word 
of D(G). Also, the entire left "scope" of a P symbol (that is, the entire 
left part of the production in the derivation word) is determined exactly 
as that string Cp such that Z(~bp). I f  w e D(G) is a derivation word with 
w ~ wlpw 2 for some p ~ P, then there is a unique pair of strings wl' and ~b 
such that w 1 = wt' ¢ and Z(¢p). 
In deciding whether or not a word is in the derivation language, it is 
necessary to find the symbols that correspond to the left and right halves 
of a production and to verify that these symbols correspond to a production 
of the grammar. The next definition is an aid to making these notions concise. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G = (V ,Z ,P ,  S) be a PSG with syntactical 
stratification (H, T). A word ¢oal'~bla2 . . . .  a'~_l~b~_la~'pb 1 ... 3,,~b m is said to 
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reduce to word ~b0a l~b la  2 " -  am_iCm_iamCm if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) ~b~e(V 'uP)*andS(~i )  =0for  1 ~ i~<m--  1. 
(2) a i ,  a2,..., am E V with m >/ I. 
(3) p ~ P is the production ai -.. am -+ ba "'" b~. 
I f  Wx reduces to w 2 in grammar G, we write w~ ~---c; we • I f  w~ ~---a w e ~--a 
w3 ~---c "'" ~--a w~ for some k /> 1, we write w i ff-~ w~. Use ~-- and ~-  when 
G is understood. 
Notice from the definition that it immediately follows that Z(al'~bia e . . . .  
a~,_~¢~_iaj~). 
The next theorem shows that word reduction, as just  defined, is the 
opposite of derivation word construction as given in Definit ion 1.1. The  
process of reduction gives an algorithmic method for determining if a given 
word is in the derivation language. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a PSG with syntactical stratifica- 
tion (H,  r ) .  A word w E (V  u V'  k9 P)* is in D(G) i f  and only i f  w ff-cJ S. 
Proof. The proof is in two parts. 
(A) Only if. We show that if w ~ D(G), then w if--S using the usual 
technique of recursive proof. 
S e D(G), and S if- S. 
If  w = ~boai~iae~b 2 "" ~b~_iam~b m ~ D(G) with ai , a2 .... , am 6 V and 
~bl, ~b 2 ,..., ~b~_ 1 ~ (V'  u P)*,  then S(~bi) . . . .  = S(~bm_l) ----- 0 by Lemma 2.1. 
Suppose, as a recursive hypothesis, that w ~ S. I f  p is the production 
ai "" am -+ bl "'" b~, then w' = ~boai'¢iaz'~b 2 "" ¢~_ia~'pb i ... b~b m ~ D(G) 
and all condit ions of Definit ion 2.3 are fulfilled, so w' ~ w if- S. Therefore 
w' ~-  S. Hence, if w ~ D(G), w ~-c, S. 
(B) If. We show that if w ff-c S, then w ~ D(G). I f  w if- S and [ w I = 1, 
where [w[ is the length of w, then w = S and w ~ D(G). Suppose, as an 
inductive hypothesis on k, that if w i f -S  and I w] ~< k, then w E D(G). 
The hypothesis holds for k = 1. 
Suppose w ~-  S and I w [ = k + 1. Then  there is some word w' such 
that w ~ w' if- S. Since I w' I ~ k, we have w' e D(G). By Definit ion 2.3, 
we must  be able to write w = ~boai'~bla 2 . . . .  a'~_t~m_iam'pb i "" bn~ ~ and 
w'= ~,boai¢ia e "" ~b~_lam~b m so that all conditions of Definit ion 2.3 are 
fulfilled. But p is the production a1 -.- an --+ bi "'" b~ and w' ~ D(G). There-  
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fore, by Definition 1.1, we have w a D(G). This completes the inductive 
step so that if w ~- S, then w ~ D(G) whenever ] w I ~ k -}- 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.2 gives a deterministic algorithm for determining whether or 
not a word is in the derivation language. All that is necessary to reduce 
a string w is to find a substring of the form pb 1 "." bn such that b 1 "" b n 
is the right side of production p. Then scan w to the left starting at p. 
Whenever the head count reaches 0 and the next symbol to the left is in 
V', this V' symbol must be the appropriate symbol (with a prime) from 
the left hand side of production p. The scan continues until all H(p) primed 
symbols are found. This reduction process is applied iteratively until the 
reduced string is S or no reduction is possible. 
Also note that each reduction of a derivation word yields a portion of 
the corresponding syntactical graph, so the entire syntactical graph can 
be uniquely determined from the derivation word. This method of deter- 
mining the syntactical graph from the derivation word improves on an 
algorithm given in Hart (1973). 
Finally, the work in this section could be rewritten so that the primed 
alphabet, V', was not necessary. All rewritten symbols of V could be left 
unprimed, and the definitions would only need to be altered slightly. On 
the other hand, the definition of D(G) itself is not possible without marking 
the rewritten symbols. 
In what follows, a derivation word is often referred to as a syntactical 
graph, for the two terms have been shown to be equivalent (Theorem 1.3). 
This equivalence can also be seen from the above remarks (where we obtain 
the graph from the derivation word), and by observing that Definition 1.1 
allows the simultaneous construction of a syntactical graph and its corre- 
sponding derivation word. 
3. GRAPH AUTOMATA 
The derivation trees of a context-free grammar can be characterized by 
means of the so-called "tree automata." These automata carry out a reduction 
process on the context-free grammar's derivation language (without the 
production names) which is very similar to the reduction defined in the 
previous chapter. The process is much simpler for context-free grammars, 
however, because each production is of the form A-~ b 1 "" b n where 
A ~ V - -  Z', and the head stratification of each production ame is 1. As 
noted before, usually the production ames are omitted, and the tail stratifica- 
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tion of the nonterminal A is set to n (when A -+ b 1 "" bn). Then, the grammar 
must be written so that each nonterminal symbol has a unique tail stratifica- 
tion. There is an extensive literature on tree automata nd related subjects; 
see, for instance, Thatcher (1967), Brainerd (1969), or Doner (t970). 
In this section, we generalize the notion of tree automata to get graph 
automata for accepting the derivation languages. The first tasks are to 
develop definitions of the alphabets which can be considered and of the 
strings over these alphabets which can serve as input to the graph automata. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (A, H, T)  be a doubly stratified alphabet. We say 
that A is a syntactical alphabet if H(a) ~> 1 for all a e A and A can be 
partitioned (divided into nonempty disjoint subsets) as (V, V', P) where 
A = Vk) V'kgPand: 
(1) H(a) -~ T(a) = 1 for all ae  V', 
(2) H(a) = 1 and T(a) = 0 for all a e V, 
(3) V and V' are in one-to-one correspondence so that we can write 
V = {al, a 2 .... , an} and V' ~ {al' , a2',..., a~'}. 
Any such partition of A is called a syntactical partition of A and we denote 
the syntactical alphabet by A = {(V, V', P), H, T). 
I f  G = (V , I ,  P, S) is a PSG with syntactical stratification (H, T), 
then ((V, V', P), H, T) is a syntactical alphabet with the indicated partition 
of Vu V 'uP .  
Definitions 2.1 (head sum) and 2.2 (zero head sum property) go through 
directly for syntactical alphabets, so S and Z will be used without additional 
comment. 
Now, define the set of syntactical graph structures over a syntactical 
alphabet. These structures will differ from derivation words (and hence, 
syntactical graphs) only in that the characters in the scope of a production 
name do not need to correspond to the production of the grammar. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A = <(V, V', P), H, T)  be a syntactical alphabet. 
The syntactical graph domain of A, denoted by f~(A), is the smallest subset 
of (V u V' k) P)* satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) I f  ae V, then a~ f~(A). 
(2) If@oal4Jla2 "-' am_l~bm_lam@m e fg(A) with al ,  a S ,..., am e V; ~l,  @~ ,..., 
@m-1 ~ (V' tAP)*; ~bo, ~m e (V W V' w P)*, and p e P with H(p) = m and 
T(p) = n, then @oal%bla2 . . . .  a'~_l~bm_lam'pblb~ "" b~b m e f~(A) whenever 
b 1 , b e .... , b n e V. (as' e V' is the symbol corresponding to as e V). 
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I f  G = (V, Z, P, S) is a PSG, then D(G) is a subset of the syntactical 
graph domain of the appropriate alphabet. The graph automata re now 
defined in such a way that a member of N(A) can be checked for membership 
in D( G). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let A = <(g, V', P), H, T)  be a syntactical alphabet. 
A graph automaton over A is a system: 
M = <Q, s, ~1, e2 ,..., ~k, F} 
where P = {Pl, P~. ,--., Pc} and 
(1) Q is a finite set of states, 
(2) F C Q is a set of final or accept states, 
(3) s is an onto function, s: V-+Q (i.e., s-~(q) @ 2~ for all qeQ),  
(4) For each i, 1 ~< i ~< k, ~i is a function, ~i: V × Qr(m)~QH(m).  
I f  T(p~)= 0, we have e,: V--+Q H(m). I f  H(p~)= m, T(p~)= n, and 
(a, ql ..... q,) ~ V × Q% we write 
~i( a, ql , '" ,  q,) = (Ti,l(a, ql .... , q,), "ri.2(a, q~ ,..., q,),..., ri.~(a, q~ ,..., q,)), 
where each ~'i.3 maps V × Qn into Q. 
The domain of inputs to a graph automaton will now be defined to be 
~(_//), and the response of the automaton to inputs is also specified. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let M=(Q,s ,  el , . . . ,ek,F } be a graph automaton 
over syntactical alphabet A = <(V, V', P), H, T).  The response function, % 
of M is a function r: ~(A) --+ Q defined as follows: 
(1) I f  a ~ V, then r(a) = s(a), and ,(wlaw2) = r(wl) s(a) -r(w2) whenever 
f21, gt)2 ~ (V(,_) VtuP)  *. 
(2) -r( ¢oal'¢la( ¢2 "" ¢~_la~'p iqlq2 ... q,~b,~ ) 
= - (¢0- , ,1 (a l ,  el  ..... q,)  ¢ i~ .~(a2 ,  f l  ,..., qn) 
42 "'" ~m--17"i,m(am , ql .... , q . )  ~m) 
whenever: 
(a) al' , az',... , a m' ~ V', 
(b) ql ,q2, . . . ,q ,~Q,  
(c) P i~ P with H(p,) = m and T(p,) = n, 
(d) ¢o,¢~(vw v'wP)*, and 
(e) ¢1, ¢~ .... , ¢,~-1 E (V' u P)* with S(¢a) = S(¢2) . . . .  S(¢~_1) = 0. 
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The definition of the response function requires the introduction of 
state symbols into the initial string from f~(A). That ~- is well defined on 
f~(A) follows by comparing the definition of , to the reduction relation, 
~-, given in Definition 2.3 and using techniques imilar to those in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let M = (Q, s, ~1 ..... ~k ,F )  be a graph automaton 
over syntactical alphabet A = {(V, V', P), H, T) ,  and let ~- be the response 
function of M. The set of graphs accepted by M, denoted by T(M), is: 
T(M)  = {w ~ ~(A) I -r(w) eF}. 
A set N _C N(A) for some syntactical alphabet A is said to be recognizable 
if and only if ~f = T(M)  for some graph automaton, M, over A. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a PSG. Then D(G) is a recognizable 
set. 
Proof. G has the usual syntactical stratification, (H,  T) ,  so A = 
((V, V', P), H, T )  is a syntactical alphabet. We will show that D(G) C fY(A) 
is a recognizable set. 
First, set Q ={q0}w{a[aEV} with F={S}.  For each c~V,  let 
s(c) = g. Add an arbitrary symbol v 0 to V with s(%) = qo so that s will 
be a mapping of V onto Q. 
Let P = {/)1, P2 ,.--, Pk'} and suppose thatpl  is the production ala 2 "" am -+ 
bib2"" b n where H(pi) = m and T(pl) = n. Set rid(a~ , 51 ,..., b~) = dj and 
~'id( a, gl ,'.', g~) = q0 for all (a, gl ,  g2 ,..., g~) ~ V × Q~ - {(at, 61 ,..., ~)} 
and all j ,  1 ~ j ~< m. Define ei in this way for every Pi ~ P. 
Set M = {Q, s, e 1 ,..., ~ . ,F ) .  The claim is that T(M) : D(G). Let T be 
the response function of M. 
Suppose w 1 = ~boal'~bla2 . . . .  a'~_l~b~_lam'pb 1 ". bn~b~ and wl F--a w2 = 
~oal~bla2""am_l~bm_lam~bm. Now,  ~'(Wl) = ~-(~b0gl~blg2 ""d-m_lqgm_lgmq~m) = 
r(w2) by the definition of r. Hence, if w 1 and w 2 are two words and w 1 ~-a w2, 
then ,(wl) = ~-(w2). So, if w ~ D(G), w ~--a S because of Theorem 2.2. 
~(s) = S~F,  so w ~ r (m) .  This shows that D(G) C_ T(M). 
I f  w ~ T(M), then z(w) ~-- S. The only word of T(M) in N(A) of length 1 
is S, for ~-(S) = S~F,  and if a 4= S, then T(a) = gq~F. But S~D(G) .  
As an inductive hypothesis on k, assume that whenever w E T(M) and 
I w l~< k, then wED(G) .  The hypothesis holds for k = 1. Suppose 
w 1 e T(M)  with ] w 1 [ = h + 1. Then ~-(wl) = S. Since ] w 1 [ > 1, we can 
write ~ = ~oa l%a~% ' 4~-la~'p~bl"'" b.4~; where al',  .... a,.' c V', p~ e P 
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is the production a l " "am- -+b l" ' 'b ,~;  ¢0,¢,~ • (VU V '•P)* ,  and 
~bl ..... ¢,~-1 • (V 'V  P)*. 
Then, 
S = r(wl) = ~-(¢oal'~la~' "'"am'p,b 1-"" b,~b~) 
= r(~bfll¢ld2 --- g~¢~) = r(¢oal~bla~...am¢~). 
But w 2 =¢oa l¢ la2""a~¢~•T(M)  and ]w 2] ~<k, so w 26D(G). Then 
wleD(G ) by Definition 1.1. This completes the inductive step, giving 
T(M) C_ D(G), and hence, D(G) = T(M), completing the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Every derivation language is a set recognizable by a graph automaton, 
but it does not follow that every recognizable set is a derivation language. 
The same situation pervails for tree automata and sets of context-free 
derivation trees. To get an exact characterization of the recognizable sets 
in terms of derivation languages, we will need some auxiliary concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let A 1 and Az be two alphabets. A projection of A 1 
into Ae is a homomorphic mapping of A 1 into A 2 . That is, if h is a projection 
of A~ into A2, then h(a) E A 2 for all a • A 1 and h(al) h(a2) ~- h(a~a2) for 
all a 1 , a 2 • A 1 . 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let 
Ax = <(/71, VI', P1), Ha,/11) and Az = <(V2, V2', P2),/ /2, T2) 
be two syntactical alphabets. A stratification preserving projection, h, of A 1 
into A 2 is a projection of V 1U V I 'UP~ into V 2U V 2'kdPe such that: 
(1) h(a) • V2 for all a E V1, 
(2) h(a) • V(  for all a • VI', 
(3) h(a) • P2 for all a • P1, 
(4) Hl(a ) = H2(h(a)) and T~(a) = Tz(h(a)) for all a • V 1 v V 1' v P1- 
The definition of projection (or "length preserving homomorphism") is 
standard, but the stratification preserving projection (BPP) is new. 
Before relating recognizable sets to derivation languages, it is necessary 
to generalize the PSG's slightly. All we need is to specify a set of start symbols 
instead of just the single start symbol, S. The definition of the derivation 
language is correspondingly modified. 
DEFINITION 3.8. An extended phrase-structure grammar (EPSG) is a 
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system G = ( V, Z, P, K)  where V, X, and P are as in Section 1, and 
K_C V- -  X is a set of start symbols. L(G) = {w I w ~X*; S * w for some 
S ~ K}. The derivation language of an EPSG, D(G), is as in Definition 1.1, 
except that part 1 of the definition has S ~ D(G) for all S 6 K. 
An EPSG has no more generative power than a standard PSG. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A = ((V, V', P), H, T )  be a syntactical alphabet with 
syntactical graph domain re(A). I f  f¢ C_ re(A) is a recognizable set, then there 
is an EPSG, G, and a SPP, h, such that fY ~ h(D(G)). 
Proof. N is recognizable, so N = T(M)  for some graph automaton, 
M = (Q, s, ~1 ..... ~k, F ) ,  where h = #P.  Let ~- be the response function 
of M, and set P = {Pl ,  P~ ,-.-, P~}. 
Regard V × V={(a ,  4 ) [aEV,  d~V} as an alphabet. I fp~P with 
H(p~) ~- m and T(p~) = n, let P~ be the set of all those productions of the 
form: 
(a~, a~) ... (a,~, a~) ~ (b~, ~) ..- (b,,, 6 , )  
such that: 
(a) a~, g,~, 
(b) ~,j(dj, 
b j ,b~eVfor l  ~l~m,  1 ~ j~n 
s(bx),... , s(bn)  : s(a~) for all j ,  1 ~< j ~ m. 
/v 
Let P= U i~ lP i  and K={(a ,  4)  la, de  V;s(a)~F}C_ V x V. We can 
now use a null set of terminal symbols and specify G to be the EPSG, 
G = (V × V, ~ ,  P, K). Let h be the SPP: 
(a) h ( (a ,a ) )  = a for all (a, d )  m g × V, 
(b) h(@, d)') = a' for all (a, d> E V × V, and 
(c) h(p) = Pi for a l lp  ~P~.  
We now prove in two parts that ~ = T(M)  = h(D(G)). 
A. Show that ~ = T(M)  C_ h(D(G)). 
Suppose that we T(M)  is such that ]w[ = 1. Then r (w)= s(w)~F 
if w is regarded also as a single symbol of V. Consequently, (w, w> ~K with 
h((w, w)) = w. Thus, if w ~ T(M)  with ] w [ ~- 1, w ~ h(D(G)). 
Assume as an inductive hypothesis on the integer k that if w ~ T(M)  with 
[ w [ ~ k, then w Eh(D(G)). Let wl ~ T(M)  be such that [ w 1 ] = k + 1. 
Since ~(wl) is defined, it follows that w~ = ¢0al%a~ . . . .  ~'p&. . .  b,~,,~ for 
some symbols b 1 ..... b,~ E V; al', .... g,~' E V'; ~b0, ~b~  (V w V' u P)*; and 
~ba ,..., 4s~_1 ~ (V' U P)*. Also, H(p~) = m and T(p~) = n. 
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From this, 
-r(w~) = .r(~bo~ ~ . . . .  g.m'p,s(bx) "" s(b~) ~bm) = -r(¢oq~bxq2 "" qm~bm) ~ F 
where q~- = ~-¢.~(g~, s(b~),..., s(b~)) for each j ,  1 ~ j ~ m. Since s is an onto 
function, there exist symbols a~ ,..., am ~ V such that s(a~) = q~ for each j. 
By definition, P~ then contains a production p of the form: 
(az,  8~) ".. (am, am) --~ (bx, bl) " ' "  (b , ,  bn). 
There are strings ¢0', ¢1',.--, Sin' ~ (V × V u (V × V)' k3 P)* such that 
h(¢o') = ~o, h(¢~') = ~,  etc. and h(¢o'(a~ , d~) $~'(a2 , d~) "" (am, din) era) = 
¢oax¢~a~ "'" amCm e T (M) ,  so that ~oal¢la2 "." amCm e h(D(G)) by the induction 
hypothesis. In particular, ¢o'(a~ , ~)  ¢~'(a~ , ~)  "" (am, gin) $m' ~ D(G) for 
appropriately selected ¢~'. We have the production (a~, ~)  "" (am,  am) 
<b~, b~) "'" (b~, bn) in P. (This production is calledp), so D(G) also contains 
the word 
w2 =- ~o ' (a l ,  al)  . . . .  (am, ~) '  p (b l  , bl) "'" (b .  , bn) era' 
with h(w~) = w z . Therefore, w 1 ~ h(D(G)), completing the induction step. 
B. Show that h(D(G)) C T (M)  = f#. 
I f  weK,  then w = <a,d)  for some a, de  V such that s(a) EF. But 
h(w) = a so .r(h(w)) = s(a) EF, implying that h(w) ~ T(M) .  
Assume as a recursive hypothesis that 
w = ¢o(a l ,  g~l) ~1(a2, d~) "" (a,~, din) ~ ~ D(G)  
such that h(w) ~ T(M)  with <az, al),-.., <am, am) ~ g × V; 
¢0, Cm e ((V × v) u (v × v)' u P)*; 
and ¢1, ~h2 ..... ¢,~-1 ~ ((V × V)' u P)*. I fp  E Pi (for some i) is a production 
involving <al, d~) "-" <a,, , din) on the left and is of the form: 
@1,  dl) "'" (am, am) --+ @1,/~1) "'" <b. , /~ , )  
we must have z~.j(d~, s(bl) ..... s(bn)) = s(aa) for 1 ~< j ~< m. Let 
w' = ¢o(a~ , g-l)' "'" (am,  d~)'  p(b l  , bl) "'" (b~ , ~n) $m ~ D(G). 
Then 
h(w') = ¢oa~ . . . .  am'p,b~ "" b~4'm, 
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and 
r(h(w')) = r(¢fl~ . . . .  a-~'p~s(b~) ".. s(b.) ¢~) 
= r(¢os(al) ". s(a~) ¢~) 
= ~-(h(w)) eF .  
Therefore, w', which is derived from w, is such that h(w') ~ T(M) com- 
pleting the proof that h(D(G)) C T(M)  and that h(D(G)) -- T(M). Q.E.D. 
Several tasks remain open for investigation. Most importantly, it remains 
to determine whether or not the recognizable sets are preserved under 
stratification preserving projections. I f  this is the case, then we would know 
that a set is recognizable if and only if it is the SPP of some derivation 
language (of an extended PSG). The investigation of this question would 
require the introduction of nondeterministic graph automata. The behaviour 
of recognizable sets under Boolean operations could also be investigated. 
Klappholz (1973) has studied these questions for automata defined over 
arbitrary partially ordered sets. He shows that for this case, the recognizable 
sets form a Boolean algebra, and so on. In fact, all the relevant facts about 
recognizable sets of trees go through for recognizable sets of partially 
ordered sets. 
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